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JDA E3 vs. JDA SCPO – What’s the Right Choice for My 

Organization? 

What’s The Problem? 

Retailers and Distributors are constantly feeling the pressure of squeezed margins. Whether it’s your 

supplier costs that are increasing, price competition from brick-and-mortar and online competitors, or the 

demands of your customer, it has never been trickier to squeeze out every last penny from your supply 

chain. Planning systems are a key enabler of improved supply chain performance and many organizations 

using JDA’s E3 solution face a tough choice – should we continue with E3 and focus on getting the most 

out of it or should we be moving to JDA’s more advanced SCPO solution? 

What Makes Buying and a “Good Order” So Hard?  

Supply chain planning is a carefully choreographed dance that is performed by determining what products 

to buy from your suppliers, when to buy them, and where to put them. Doing this well is tricky puzzle that 

involves keeping customers and shareholders with sometimes competing demands happy.  

Well managed ordering means satisfying the needs of your network and risk tolerance without creating a 

surplus of inventory or locking up unnecessary capital dollars. To figure out if these criteria are met, there 

are a couple must-haves. 

You need visibility. Visibility of your end-to-end enterprise. Where is my inventory? My demand? Visibility 

of your time-phased future. When is the next order arriving? When does the next truck ship? When exactly 

do I expect the customer demand? 

You need insight. Insight into what your future demand will be beyond tomorrow. Insight to a dashboard 

that shows where inventory issues exist and what resolution levers you have for meeting your customers’ 

demand. 

Where E3 Advanced Replenishment Falls Short 

E3 Advanced Replenishment is primarily concerned about today’s need and if an order needs to be placed 

today. Looking out beyond the current order requires the use of a separate projection report. Today’s 

planners need to understand the requirements of several order cycles in the future. 
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• The assumption that all orders will arrive within lead time – The system requires the 

purchase of the Order Expedite Module to understand if late orders will affect in-stock 

performance goals.  

• Limited Forecasting Options – The small handful of forecasting options struggle to handle the 

variety of demand signals in today’s business climate and product portfolios. 

• Outdated Reports – Performance reports are the same as they were when the system was new 

in the 1990s – static, non-drillable, and non-interactive content. 

• Limited Flexibility – Businesses require more information and meta data(attributes) than ever 

before. E3 doesn’t offer an easy way to expand database fields that can handle more attributes and 

descriptive information.  

• Outdated Technology – AS400s are very old platforms becoming harder to support in today’s 

IT infrastructure. 

 

How is JDA SCPO a “Step Up”? 

JDA has worked tirelessly to identify the pain points of E3 AR users and remedy them within the SCPO 

implementation of vendor order optimization. 

1. Enhanced Technology 

The SCPO (Supply Chain Planning & Optimization) platform from JDA is a common, highly scalable, 

technology stack that supports over 31 different modules of JDA software. The database uses Oracle, 

with the application servers being Unix or Windows – depending on your IT shop preference. The 

user interaction is driven through a web-based delivery system, versus a force deployed client-server 

arrangement. 

2. Enhanced Forecasting 

While E3 AR tries to cover your product forecasting needs with three different options, JDA 

Demand recognizes things can be more complicated than that. Whether it’s rolling averages, slow-

mover sell & replace, advanced causal factor impacts, or advanced seasonality, JDA Demand covers 

the spectrum with nine statistical algorithm options. It includes a classification engine to examine 

your historical sales and make recommendations as to which forecast best fits the historical product 

patterns.  

JDA Demand also captures historical forecast accuracy information and snapshots of volume and 

accuracy can be examined for determining value-add and lead-time accuracy levels. Each organization 

can also define a forecasting hierarchy to allow for incorporating intelligence and adjustments to the 

forecast at aggregates above, and subsets below, the item-location standard of E3 AR. 

3. Enhanced Replenishment 

JDA engineers brought all the winning components of E3 AR over to JDA Fulfillment through the 

Order Optimization add-on. JDA Fulfillment starts with end-to-end visibility of your Supply Chain 

network. It layers onto this a time-phased solve refined to address more than just today’s demand-
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supply issues. Now that a top-to-bottom requirements picture exists, the Order Optimization 

engine can kick in to generate the ideal vendor order for the Buyer. 

This portfolio ordering optimization is coupled with the well-known Order Workflow for comfort 

in identifying exceptions, reviewing SOQs, and even having an all-new depletion graph when 

examining SKU Details. 

4. Enhanced Reporting 

JDA’s SCPO platform is well documented and easily connected to for reporting and data visibility 

requirements. Where JDA doesn’t have an existing Workbench or Dashboard to meet your 

organization’s needs, the JDA Business Analysis tool (or any other Reporting / BI framework) can 

be connected to the SCPO database to collect and translate the information you need. 

Getting Started 

If outside help is required, Spinnaker’s Solution and Process Diagnostics help match your planning 

capabilities to your business objectives and supply chain strategy. Our team executes comprehensive 

assessments leveraging best-in-class techniques to build a roadmap for your JDA E3 and/or SCPO solutions 

as well as complementary systems. Customized to your business environment, our methodology helps 

clients to define the right solution and process design for their business, strategic deployment strategies, 

internal and external resource requirements, organizational design and solution adoption considerations, 

and the cost-benefit associated with engaging in new supply chain projects.  

Spinnaker consultants use our comprehensive 5 Lenses Approach of People, Process, Technology, Policy, 

and Metrics to look holistically at your strategy and objectives, current organization, process, and solution 

architecture to determine the roadmap and solution that best fits your unique business needs. 

We hope you found this information to be helpful. To access more Spinnaker thought leadership click here 

or to learn more about our services click here.  

 

About Spinnaker: 

Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, reduce costs, and improve 

customer service by developing world-class supply chain capabilities. Our services help clients develop the 

right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and implement the process and technology solutions 

to improve Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse 

Logistics business performance. Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that combines the strength 

of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a seasoned team of business process 

outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in 

Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and Singapore. 

http://marketing.spinnakermgmt.com/acton/attachment/15947/u-00e7/0/-/-/-/-/
http://marketing.spinnakermgmt.com/acton/attachment/15947/u-00e6/0/-/-/-/-/
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Contact Us:  

 

Phone: 877-476-0576 

 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 


